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Abstract

Nowadays the magnetite deposit on the sufface of pins causes lot of problem in the NPP of
Paks. In this paper there are presented the influence of magnetite deposit on safety and
production at a profit. Wit an example will be illustrated that what could be caused by the
magnetite dcposiL
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In trod tiction

The agnetite deposit on the surface of pins causes lot of problem in tile NPP of flak's. Tile
deposit causes a great expense to the NPP. In addition the safety of the reactors was fallen off.
The NPP tried to use cleaning technology for the removal of te deposit. Te using of this
technology caused the damage of fuel assemblies in the 2 Unit. -ere is no time for
development of other cleaning technology. We have to find different way for the deposit
removal. It seemed as though the device could be simple if it would be exchanged the
assemblies with deposit for assemblies that are free from deposit, this manner of deposit
removal is an expensive and complicated task. In this paper there are presented the influence
of magnetite deposit on safety and production at a profit. With an example will be illustrated
that what the magnetite deposit could cause, and how the reactor was cleaned from the
magnetite deposit.

What could the mal!netite deposit cause?

-17he magnetite deposit inner the assembly reduces the flow rate. Therefore cooling of the
assemblies became worse. The outlet temperature vAll be higher. Besides the magnetite
deposit on the pins sur-face impedes the heat transfer between the pin and coolant so the pin
temperature will be higher then in a case of clean assembly.
If we do not want to violate the reactor physical safety parameters than because of the above-
mentioned things it have to be decreased the reactor power or in several cases it have to be
stopped the reactor.

For example

In he cycle 17 of unit 3 the decreasing of flow rate vas so high than the reactor have to be
stopped.

Pressure change in the reactor and flow through the core
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After a reactor scram e have lo continuous]%- decrease the reactor power because of the flow

rate decreasing.

Power of the reactor during the cycle
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Why have been chan?ed the assemblies flow rate so unexpected?

During the reactor wansient the assembly resistance grow quickly. Reason of suddenly change
is that the magnetite deposit peels from the pin surface off. Than the peeled off magnetite get
caught on the spacer. For example at the beginning of cycle the assemblies resistance became
higher then the end of previous cycle.

Change o(asseritty resistanoe during If* relftxAng
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We have represented te distribution of the assemblies according to the relative flow rate.

Relative flow rate distribution all measured assemblies at
3rd unit 17th cycle

It can be separated two peak. Either belong to the dirty assemblies another belong to he clean
ones. With the progress of time the two peeks move away from one another. Let us study he

assemblies resistant in more detailed. We experience the following:

At the start of the 17th cycle the assemblies at the border of the core had a relative low flow

rate 4 years old assemblies). After that at the end of cycle the assemblies in the ccntrc of the

core had a relative low flow rate 2 years old assemblies). The radial distribution of assembly

flow rates changed drastically and unfavourably. At the end of the cycle we reached the

values given in the safety analysis (min. flow rate: 086) and we had to stop the reactor.

It was planed 320 effective day cycle ength and 3500 GWh electricity poduct. On the other

hand the cycle length was 119 effective day and the electricity product was 1325 GW`h. This

caused considerable cost.

What can be done?

We had no chance for assemblies cleaning. We had to change all assemblies in the core

because of the magnetite deposit. We had to put together a ,clean zone". We have collected

almost all burned-up assemblies from the other units.

Finally the loading consist of the following assemblies:

& II fresh FAs

0 36 one-year-old FAs

0 36 two-years-old FAs

0 162 three-years-old Fas

Such a configuration is unusual so we do not know what is the reactor physically codes

accuracy like and our software is not planned to deal with such problems. In our core there are

8 different types ofFas.

There was made calculation for the reactor physically safety parameters. On the basis of

calculations two parameters injured:

• Boric acid worth at EOC

• Maximal pin power
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We limited te power of reactor not to injure the limit in maximal pin power. By an additional
safety-analysis it was shoved that violate of boric acid worth limit at EOC do not reduce the
safety of reactor.

Calculation and measured comparison

After the start of reactor the results of CPORCA and other in-core fuel management codes
were compared.

Temperature coefficient

Integral worth (of one assembly)
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I Differential worth (of the 6t �10,`�)
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Calculated and measured boric acid values at BOC

Calculation Measurement

h6(cm) 200,0 186,9

TM(OC) 190,0 192,8

CB(g/kg) 6,06 5,56

From the figures it can be seen the measured and calculated values were in good agreement
except of critical boric acid concentration.
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Conclusion

The measured and calculated values were in good agreement except of critical boric acid
concentration. The difference between the two values is greater than the accuracy of
calculation. The reason of difference that the nutron spectrum differ from an ordinary case
therefore the oric acid worth is not good. So the iitial boric acid concentration is
inaccurately calculated, but the ccle length is correct.
The boric acid worth at EOC has not a vry important role. We limited the power of reactor
not to injure the limit in maximal pin power.
The cleaning technology does not work properly therefor from the other units the deposit have
to be removed in the like manner.
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Fir. 1. Unit 2 Cycle 17, Stuck rod at 50, H6-209 cm
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Fig. 2 Unit 3 Cycle 10, Stuck rod at 5/50, H6=21 cm
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